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Abstract
This report is based on an investigation made pursuant to
the Federal Mine Safety and Health Amendments Act of 1977
(83 Stat. 742 as amended by 91 Stat. 1290).
At approximately 12:30 p.m., on Tuesday, April 4, 1978, the
single entry Drainway on Fryingpan Creek of the Moss No. 3
Portal A Mine, Clinchfield Coal Company, Duty, Dickenson
County, Virg inia, was inunda ted by an inrush of blackdamp
(oxygen deficient air). The Drainway that was being advanced
by a continuous mining machine cut into a mined out inaccessible abandoned area of the same mine. Two of the four men
that were in the face area when the Drainway entry cut through
were killed by the blackdamp; the other two men (one dragged
the other) retreated to the surface and survived. Three other
men were killed by the blackdamp while attempting to rescue
the two missing men. Two other men were overcome by the blackdamp while attempting rescue efforts and had to be assisted
to the surface; and another man involved in rescue at tempts
reportedly carne out of the Drainway unassisted at approximately
1 :30 p.m., after having been underground for about 40 minutes.

The names of the victims, their ages, occupations, and
mining experience are listed in Appendix A.
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PART I
INUNDATION (BLACKDAMP) AND RECOVERY
OPE

IONS

RA'l'

'I'he Moss No. 3 Mine, Clinchfield Coal Company, located near
Duty, Dickenson County, Virginia, was opened into the Thick
Tiller Coalbed on October ll, 1957. Clinchfield Coal
Company, a subsidiary of The pittston Company Coal Group, is
the operating company of the Moss No. 3 Mine. At the time
of this investigation, corporate and supervisory officials

were as follows:

The pittston Company Coal Group

Pres ident

G. R. Swanson
J. E. Nypaver
J. W. Crawford

Vice-president, Operations
Director of Health and Safety

Clinchfield Coal Company
Vice-Pres ident

C. M. Bailes
Henry Kiser
w. B. Couch

General ~lanage r
Division Manager
Manager, Safety Division
superintendent, goss No. 3

M. L. i.est

Strickler Mullins

Mine
Mine Foreman, Moss No.3 mine

Robert Yokum

The Moss No. 3 mine consists of Portal
portal D and the most recent opening,
area associated with this accident was
Moss No. 3 Portal A mine. See Appendix
mation for the Moss No. 3 nine.

A, Portal B, Portal C,
Portal A-2. The mine
developed from the
B for the general infor-

Mining Conditions Prior to Inundation
The main entries of the Moss No. 3 Portal A mi~e were de-

veloped in a southwesterly direction f.C)r a di.stance of

approximately 12,300 feet. The coalbed dips northwest about
l.5 percent for approximately 8,600 feet from an elevation
of about 1,600 feet at the portal entry to an elevation of
1,465 feet. The coalbed tnen rises about 0.7 percent for a
distance of approximately 7,300 feet to the northwest property line. According to company estimates, 23,000,000
gallons of water enter the mine each 24 hours and 6,000,000
gallons per day were pUlùped from the mine. During development mining, the water was removed with pumps. However, as
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areas were second mined, the pumps had to be removed wh ich
resulted in water accumulations at the lower elevations. At
the time of the accident, mining in the areas of the ,mine
below the 1,510 foot elevation had been completed and wa ter
had accumulated to the 1,495 foot elevation. See mine map in
Appendix J. Parts of the 1 Right off 1 Right. off 11 Right
section along the northwest mine boundary and the 5 Right off

1 Righ t of f the A Ma ins sect ion, along the northeast boundary,

were above the 1,495 foot elevation. These areas were not
flooded but the rising water sealed the 1 Right abandoned
area from the rest of the mine and this abandoned area became
pressurized by the encroachment of the water.
The new Moss No.3 Portal A-2 mine (see mine map, Appendix J)
intersected the abandoned 5 Right section of the Moss No. 3
Portal A mine at the 1,504 foot elevation. The rising water
in the abandoned areas of the Moss No. 3 Portal A mine presented a problem of eventual flooding of some of the active
areas of the new Moss No. 3 Portal A-2 mine.
Near the first of March 1978, M. L. West, Manager, Safety
Division, Clinchfield Coal Company, met with MSHA officials,
Ray G. Ross, Frank C. Mann, Willis D. Ison, and James V.
Bowman at Norton, Virginia, and discussed plans that would
prevent flooding of the new Moss No. 3 Portal A-2 mine. The
plan discussed at this meeting was to drill an 8-inch diameter
horizontal hole from the surface into the abandoned 1 Right
area, a distance of approximately 265 feet. This 8-inch borehole would permi t monitoring of the atmosphere in the abandoned
area and would serve as a centerline for an entry which would

be driven wi th a continuous mining machine. According to the
testimony of W. B. Couch, Division Manager, mine management
considered enlarging the 8-inch diameter borehole to 24 or
30 inches; however, this part of the plan was not discussed
at this meeting.
Shortly after the meeting with MSHA officials, the company
employed a contractor to drill the 8-inch borehole. The
borehole was drilled a distance of approximately 5 .feet and

the plan was abandoned due to the inabil i ty of the contractor to control the direction of the drill. West informed

MSHA by telephone of the inabil i ty of the contractor to drill
the 8-inch borehole, and received permission from MSHA to
proceed wi th the plan to develop the Drainway entry with a

cont inuous mining macli ine.
On March 17, 1978, West submitted a plan to MSHA for developing the Drainway entry. The plan stipulated that the entry
would be developed by a continuous mining machine from the
surface into an abandoned area a distance of about 225 feet;
that adequate ventilation will be provided by a fan and venti-
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lation ~ubing; that the roof will be supported with either
conventional roof bolts or resin grouted rods and supplemented with timbers and/or crossbars where needed. Tpe
plan stated that, according to surveys, the abandoned area
near the connection point did not contain water. Although
the plan made no reference to the possibilities that the
abandoned area might contain methane and/or blackdamp, it
did provide that test drill holes will be kept 20 feet in
advance of the face. The plan was received in the MSHA
district office on March 21, 1978, and approved by the
District Manager on March 24, 1978. See Appendix G Plan

No. 1.
The development of the Drainway entry wi th a continuous

mining machine was begun on Tuesday, March 28, 1978. Mining
was done on three shifts each day. During the afternoon
shift, (4:00 p.m. to midnight) on Friday, March 31, the
continuous mining machine developed a mechanical problem
and had to be brought to the surface for repair. The Drainway
entry had been driven approximately 191 feet. At this time
the first test boreholes were drilled.
On Monday morning, April 3, 1978, a second continuous mining
machine was brought from the mine yard to the Drainway site
to replace the malfunctioning machine. Glen Beverly, Ambrose
Conley and Lawrence Shelby (victim), representatives from the
National Mine Service Company, arrived at the Drainway site
to repair the continuous mining machine.

At approximately 1:30 p.m., the same day, Ronald W. Franks
and Vearle Hileman, MSHA District 5 personnel, arrived at
the Drainway site. They had completed inspection duties at
another mine and were enroute to their office in Norton,
Virginia, via a mountain road (shortcut) which took them by
the Drainway site. Although the Drainway entry was not part
of their area of assignment, they decided to stop and investigate what. appeared to them to be a new mine opening.
According to Franks and Hileman there were two continuous
mining machines on the surface. One machine was being repaired and the other was being serviced. No work was being
done underground and the ventilation fan was not operating.
Franks and Hileman discussed the Drainway project with Henry
Kiser, Manager of Mines, and Pete Capelli, Assistant to
the General Manager. They were advised by Capelli that the
company was concerned about encountering methane when the
Drainway entry holed through into the abandoned area and
that test boreholes were being drilled. The subject of blackdamp was not discussed by MSHA and company officials. The
ventilation fan was started and Franks and Hileman checked
the air movement in the drift opening and shortly afterwards
left the mine site.
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At the end of the midnight to 8 :00 a.m. shift on Tuesday,
April 4, 1978, the Drainway entry had been developed to
wi thin approximately 13 feet of the abandoned workings.
The time remaining on the third shift did not permit the
last advance of the Drainway to be roof bolted before the
dayshift crew reported for \wrk. See Appendix. F, Photo 2.
According to the preshift examination record book for the
8 :00 a.m. shift at the Drainway entry, no unsafe conditions
were found and 5,400 cubic feet a minute of air was measured
at the inby end of the line curtain.

The Inundation
The Drainway crew consisting of Charles Breeding, continuous mining machine operator, Earl Castle Jr., shuttle car
operator, William Arden, roof-bolting machine operator,
Jack Nowlin, roof-bolting machine operator helper, and 11arion
Johnson, maintenance foreman, supervised by Richard Carson,
Superintendent, began their work duties at 8:00 a.m., Tuesday, April 4, 1978.
Also Glen Beve rly, Ambrose Conley and Lawrence Shelby, representatives from the National Mine Service Company,
arrived at the Drainway site and began making repairs to
the continuous mining machine that was located on the surface
about 150 feet from the drift mouth.

At the start of the shift the crew trammed the continuous
mining machine from the face of the Drainway entry to the
surface. The roof-bolting roch ine was trammed from the surface to the face and the place was bolted. Strickler
Mullins, Superintendent, arrived at the Drainway site
about 9:30 a.m. He had been at the company shop having
some shorter sections of drill steel augers made which
would el iminate the wh ipping act ion that was occurring when
test boreholes were drilled with the 10-foot auger sections.
Mullins met Carson in the Drainway entry where they examined
the face area for test boreholes that were drilled on the
previous shift. They found a test borehole in the center
of the entry, about 2 feet above the floor, and 8 1/2 feet
deep. Breeding and Earl Castle Jr. extended the 8 1/2 foot
borehole to a depth of approxima tely 13 feet where it
penetrated the abandoned 1 Righ t area of the Moss No.3,
Portal A mine. The borehole was cleaned by allowing the
drill auger to rotate freely as the drill augers were removed from. the borehole. Air was flowing from the gob area
into the Drainway. Breeding and Castle stated it blew dust
3 or 4 feet into the Drainway entry.
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Immediately after the drill auger was removed trom the hole,
Mullins made tests for methane with an approved methane

detector and found 0.15 percent. Carson 1 s de tector was inoperative and he obtained another from Mullins i vehicle.

Mullins and Carson continued testing for methane and when
very little could be detected, Mullins became concerned. He
told Carson" that bleeder is three or four miles in there
and there ought to be some methane coming out of the hole."
Mullins instructed Breeding to go to the surface and get a
flame safety lamp that was hanging on the canopy near the
entry portal. Breeding and Castle were removing an air line
from the face area to the compressor on the surface. The
drills used to drill the test boreholes were operated by compressed air. Carson told Breeding to continue removing the
air line and he would get the flame safety lamp. Carson

returned wi th the flame safe ty lamp and started making tes ts

for methane across the face of the Drainway entry. According to Mullins, the flame on the flame safety lamp "had a
little red on it" and was extinguished as the safety lamp
was passed across the front of the hole. Mullins, dissatisfied with Carson's method of testing, got the flame safety
lamp from him, and either requested one of the workmen to
take the flame safety lamp back from the face area and re-

1 igh tit or he took the flame safe ty lamp back from the face
and relit it himself. Mullins adjusted the flame of the
flame safety lamp to the first ring on the safety lamp glass
chimney and made tests across the face of the Drainway entry

but did not approach closer than 4 feet to the tes t borehole.

The flame of the flame safety lamp was not extinguished and
methane was not detected. Mullins stated that he gave the
flame safety lamp back to "my boy. (person unidentified) and
told him to take the safety lamp and to "put it back on the
miner; set it up on a little square box on the miner (methane
monitor) which they use for methane." However, as near as
could be ascertained, the cont inuous mining mach ine had not
been brought to the face at this time. After removing the
air line from the Drainway entry to the surface, Breeding and
Castle started tramming the continuous mining machine into
the Drainway.
After completing the testing, Mullins returned to tne surface, got into his vehicle, and traveled to the Bucu fan

house located approximately l, 500 feet from the Drainway site.
He telephoned Clarence Adkins (base operator) at the company
office and told him to contact Henry Kiser, General Manager
of Mines, or W. B. Couch, Division Manager, and advise them
that a borehole had penetrated the abandoned area and that
methane or water was not encountered. Mullins then returned
to the Drainway entry. According to Mullins" testimony no
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further tests were made with the flame safety lamp. Breeding
stated that he did not know where the flame safety lamp was,
and that someone told him it was on the machine somewhere but
he did not remember seeing the flame safety iamp sitting on
the "little box" located in front of the operator's station
of the continuous mining machine. Breeding stated that the
only thing he knew was that Mullins was the only one who had
the flame safety lamp. However, Mullins stated that he saw
the lighted flame safety lamp
sitting on the continuous
mining machine after the third shuttle car of coal had been

loaded from the face.

The machine was trammed into position at the Iace of the Drainway entry about ll:45 a.m. and mining of coal was started.
Mullins and Carson, thinking there should be methane in
the abandoned area, positioned themselves on either side of
the continuous mining machine inby the operator, and continuously tested for methane with approved detectors during mining
operations. Marion Johnson, maintenance foreman, was standing behind the operator's position observing mining. See
sketch, Appendix I, Figure 1.
About 12: 30 p. m. the fourth shuttle car of coal was loaded

and the shuttle car left for the surface. Breeding was
operating the continuous mining machine cutting coal from
the face for the next shuttle car when the cutting head
mined through into the abandoned 1 Right area on the left
side of the entry. Mullins stated that he felt a blast of
air and immediately called to Breeding "hold it, I believe
the thing is through." See Appendix F., Photo Nos. 3 and 4.
Breeding stopped the machine immediately. At that time
Mullins heard someone hollering and struggling on the opposite side of the continuous mining machine. He crossed
under the boom of the machine to investigate. Breeding
stated, "When we cut through Dick Carson hollered and said,
Boys I am feeling dizzy. i'm going to get out of here and
then it seems like just a matter of seconds that everything
seemed like it blacked out.. Mullins, after crossing under
the miner boom, attempted to drag Marion Johnson but was
unable to do so because of Johnson's size. Mullins then
dragged Breeding toward the surface for a distance of approximately 150 feet. At this point r~ullins became too weak to
drag Breeding any further and continued to the surface without him. While hanging on to the canopy support at the portal,
Mullins waved his arms to get attention of workmen on the

surface.
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lecovery Operations
The following description of the recovery operation, and
the account and time of the activities that took place
following the accident are not considered absolute. Considering the extrer.e emergency that existed immediately
following the inundation, and the physical effect the oxygen
deficient atmosphere had on the persons involved in the
rescue attempts it is unders tandable that areas of confl ict
could exist concerning their activities.

Earl Castle Jr. had just unloaded a shuttle car of coal onto
the surface storage pile and was returning toward the portal
when he saw Mullins waving his arms. He recognized Mullins
was exci ted and heard him say "We got some boys down; come
on let' s help them." Castle stopped the shuttle car and went
into the Drainway entry. He found Breeding lying on the
floor near the water hole, approximately 80 feet inby the
Drainway portal. He turned him over and wiped the mud from
his face, loosened his clothing and saw he was breathing.

williæn Arden and Jack Nowlin had just finished their lunch
and were walking toward the Drainway portal when they also
saw Mullins waving his arms and heard him holler. Mullins,
Arden and Nowlin followed Castle into the Drainway to where
Breeding was lying. Apparently Mullins and Nowlin assisted
Breeding a short distance toward the portal and Mullins
returned the remainder of the way to the surface alone.
Nowlin went back to the water hole where he was overcome.
In the meantime, Àrden and Castle continued toward the
face. Castle later stated that he went to within LO or 12
feet of the boom of the continuous mining machine and found
Carson lying near the line brattice and another man near him.
He also saw Arden, who had been overcome, lying on his face
and turned him over. Realizing he could not help the overcome men, Castle started to run. He ran two or three steps
toward the surface and was overcome.
Lawrence Shelby, Glen Beverly, and Grayson Conley, the
National Mine Service Company representatives, who were repairing the continuous mining machine about 150 feet from
the Drainway portal had just finished their lunch. Shelby
and Beverly were seated on some crib blocks near the machine
when they saw Mullins waving his arms; Conley had gone to
his automobile for a drink of water. Beverly went to the
Drainway portal to ascertain the problem and Mullins informed
of the situation. Beverly returned to his automobile
him
for a cap lamp. Enroute he met Ray G. Ross, District Manager,
District 5, MSHA, Frank C. Mann, Supervisory Mining Engineer,
Willis D. Ison, Subdistrict Manager, and M. L. West, Manager
Safety Division, Clinchfield Coal Company, who had stopped
at the Drainway site while enroute to Dante from duties
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at the nearby McClure No. 2 mine. Ross, Mann, Ison, and
Wes t saw someone at the Drainway portal, la ter ident ified
as Mullins, waving his arms, but thought he was only.trying

to get the attention of workmen in the area. As they neared
the portal they became aware that something was wrong. West
started running toward the portal followed by Ross, Mann, and
Ison. Mullins told them he had men down on bad air. At
this time there were six men underground: Richard Carson,
Superintendent; Marion Johnson, Maintenance Foreman; Charles
Breeding, continuous mining machine operator; Earl Castle
Jr., shuttle car operator; William Arden, roof-bolting
machine operator; and Jack Nowlin, roof-bolting machine operator helper.

West, Ross, Ison, Shelby, and Mullins entered the Drainway
wi th Mann following closely behind. They found Breeding
approximately 50 feet inby the portal. After determining he
was in no immediate danger, West, Ross, Ison, and Shelby
continued inby toward the waterhole. Mann and Mullins assisted Breeding to the surface. At this time Mullins told Mann
they had cut into an abandoned area and that men were down on
bad air.

West and Ross, after traveling just inby the waterhole, became dizzy and disoriented. Realizing they were in trouble,
they decided to retreat and struggled to the surface. Ison

and Shel by cont inued on toward the face area where they toc

were overcome by the blackdamp. Beverly who had returned

to his vehicle for a cap lamp entered the mine last. He
stated that as he started
underground he met two men coming
out toward the surface. He did not recognize them, but
later they were identified to be West and Ross. On reaching
the waterhole Beverly found someone with a red T-shirt
lying on the floor. It was later ascertained that Nowlin
was wearing a red T-shirt. Beverly was overcome at this
point. At this time there were eight men underground.
On arriving back on the surface, West informed Ross that

they didn' t have communications at the Drainway site and

that he was going back to the McClure No. 2 mine site to get
Henry Kiser, who had a vehicle equipped with a two-way radio
and he would call the office for assistance. According to
statements from Ross and Mann, after gaining composure,
they reentered the Drainway entry to the wa terhole where
they found Nowlin, in a semi-conscious condition, lying
partially in the water. They assisted him to the surface.
Ross and Mann reentered the Drainway entry a third time and
traveled to the waterhole where they found Glen Beverly and
assisted him to the surface. At approximately 1 :00 p.m.
rescue efforts temporarily ceased with Carson, Johnson,
Ison, Arden, Shelby and Castle still underground.
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0tatements from Mullins differ from the statements from Ross,
Mann and Beverly regarding their activities during reoovery
efforts. Mullins stated that he helped rescue Beverly who
had entered the Drainway before the arrival of Ross, Mann,
Ison and West to help rescue Breeding. Beverly stated, that
before he went underground and while he was enroute from the
Drainway portal to his automobile to secure a cap lamp, he
met four men walking toward the Drain"ay portal who were
later identified as Ross, Mann, Ison and West. According to
statements from Ross and Mann, Breeding was found in a semiconscious condition about 50 feet inby the Drainway portal
and Mann and Mullins assisted Breeding to the surface. Ross
and Mann reentered the Drainway entry and found Beverly down

near the waterhole and they assisted him to the surface.

In the meantime, West contacted Henry Kiser at the McClure
No. 2 mine and informed him of the accident at the Drainway.
Immediately they departed for the Drainway in separate
vehicles. Enroute Kiser attempted to contact the base operator with his radio but because of terrain and weather conditions he did not make contact. They arrived at the Drainway site where Ross informed them that Ison was still underground. Kiser put his cap lamp on and started toward the
portal with the intention of entering the Drainway. West
and Ross restrained him and told him the mine was unsafe and
protect ive equipment was needed.

Ross, Mann and West talked to Breeding in an effort to try
and determine what had occurred in the face of the Drainway
entry and to determine what course of action to take.
Breeding told them that the Drainway entry had cut through
into old works, and as well as he could remember the 1 ine
curtain was 20 to 30 feet from the face. Mann stated that
he checked the air movement into the Drainway entry and
found very little air entering.

Ross, Mann, Kiser and West discussed the Drainway ventilation system and agreed to reverse the fan which would change
the exhaust system to a blowing system of ventilation;
theorizing that the exhaust system of ventilation could be
pulling oxygen deficient air from the abandoned area into
the Drainway entry. The fan was stopped at l:05 p.m. and
turned around to operate blowing. The fan was restarted at
1:08 p.m.

Wh ile the fan was be ing turned around Kiser went to his

vehicle and contacted the base operator by radio. He advised
the base operator about the accident at the Drainway and
told him to have oxygen breathing apparatus delivered to
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the Drainway site by
mine rescue team and
by helicopter. Kiser
be dispatched to the

possible.

helicopter and to notify the company
have the team transported to Drainway
also requested that a doctor and nurses
Drainway site by helicopter as soon as

After the fan had been operating blowing for approximately
20 minutes Castle, who had been underground for approximately
40 minutes, walked out of the drift mouth.
At approximately 1: 30 p.m. the company helicopter arrived
a t the Drainway site wi th three Draeger oxygen breathing
apparatus and took off immediately after unloading. W. B.
Couch, Division Manager, arrived at the Drainway site about
this time. No one present at the Drainway at this time
had been trained in the care and use of the Draeger oxygen
breathing apparatus. However, West and Couch made a desperate attempt to outfit themselves with the Draeger apparatus
with the intent of making rescue attempts underground. Not

be ing famil iar wi th this type of equipment they were unsuccess-

ful in getting the machines to operate properly. At approximately 1:35 p.m. two company emergency medical rescue units
arrived at the Drainway site.
The helicopter landed at the Drainway site with Doctor W. A.
Davis and two nurses, Lois Buchanan and Virginia Helbert, at
approximately 1 :40 p.m. and took off immediately.

While awaiting the arrival of the rescue team members, West
and Couch decided to explore the Drainway entry by traveling on intake air behind the line brattice. They traveled
as far as the waterhole and began to feel the effects of the
blackdamp and decided to retreat to the surface.
At approximately 2:00 p.m. the helicopter landed at the Drainway site a third time with Milton McArthur Kiser, Captain,
and Archie E. Salyer, team member, of the Moss No.2 mine

rescue team and three addi t ional Draeger oxygen breathing

apparatus. The helicopter left imhiediately. The two mine
rescue team members put on the oxygen breathing apparatus
and assisted Couch in putting on a machine. The three men
were briefed by West regarding the accident and the con-

d i t ions expected to be found underground and he instructed

them to recover the first body that they located. The three
men entered the Drainway at 2:10 p.m. By 2:20 p.m. they had
recovered the first three bodies. At this time the heli-

copter landed for the fourth time wi th Harold N. Phil lips,

mine rescue team trainer and Wayne Fields and Davis Moore,
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mine rescue team members. The five rescue team members and
Frank Phillips, construction foreman, all wearing oxygen

breathing apparatus went underground and recovered the, last
two bodies. The last body was brought to the surface at
approximately 2~35 p.m. Harold Phillips and Milton Kiser
reentered the Drainway and examined the face area to make
sure all the bodies had been recovered. While at the face
area they made tes ts for methane wi th an approved me thane

detector and made tests for oxygen deficiency with an
Edmont Wilson oxygen analyzer. A maximum of 0.5 percent
methane and 19.5 percent was detected. 1/ See Appendix I,
Figure 2 for location of bodies. During-recovery operations
on April 4, 1978, air measurements were not taken.
Dr. Davis and the two nurses examined the bodies as they were
brough t to the surface and found no signs of 1 i fe. However
they gave each one cardiopulmonary resuscitation but to no
avail. The five victims were taken by the company ambulances
to the Huff-Cook funeral home in St. Paul, Virginia. The
certificates of death, signed by Dr. W. A. Davis, list
asphyxia, exposure to low oxygen tension, as the cause of
death. See Appendix A for Certificates of Death.

The other persons that were overcome by blackdamp during
rescue attempts were examined by Dr. Davis at the Drainway
site. Mullins and Castle were taken by ambulance to a
hospital for observation.

li Normal air contains approximately 21 percent oxygen.

The following phys iolog ical ef fects of oxyge n def icient
atmosphere have been observed:
Oxygen Content
17%

l5%
13%
9%
7%
6%

Ef fect

Faster, deeper breathing
Dizziness, buzzing in ears, rapid
heart beat
May loose consciousness if explosure

prolonged

Fainting, unconsciousness
Life endangered
Convulsive movements, death

It should be pointed out that all such effects vary with the
individual and the period of his exposure.

The Federal Mine Safety and Health Act requires all active
workings be ventilated by a current of air containing not
less than 19.5% oxygen and not more than 0.5% carbon dioxide.
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Upon completion of recovery operations, all persons were
removed from the Drainway entry, and a danger sign was posted

assigned to

at the portal. Company and MSHA personnel. were

guard the site around the clock to prevent anyone from entering the Drainway until an investigation of the occurrence

was made. At 5:50 p.m. April 4, 1978, a 103(k) order of withdrawal was issued by Donnie F. Short, MSHA inspector.
Part icipa ting Organiza tions: The following is a 1 ist of

officials who assisted in directing the recovery operations:

Clinchfield Coal Company
Henry Kiser

General Manager of Mines
Division Manager

W. 13. Couch
Strickler Mullins

Superintendent,

M. L. West

Moss No.3, Portal A mine
Manager, Safety Division

Mine Safety and Health Administration
Ray G. Ross
Frank C. Mann

District Manager
Supervisory Mining Engineer

See Appendix C for the names of employees of Clinchfield Coal
Company, mine rescue team members and the two service representatives from the National Mine Service Company who participated in the recovery operations.

l/ cont inued.

There are several processes at work underground which cause
oxygen depletion. Removal of oxygen occurs by absorption,
adsorption, and oxidation. Ground water depleted of its own
oxygen will rob the mine atmosphere of oxygen, by absorption.
Coal may occlude oxygen on its surface. Sulfide minerals
oxidizing slowly in place can remove some oxygen from the air.
In an underground area, such as the abandoned 1 Right area,
several processes acting concurrently can create a serious
hazard as was evident by the inundation of April 4, 1978.
A report of tests conducted by Michigan Technological University shows oxygen can decrease to 5 percent within one week
in a sealed off coal mine section without a fire. (USBM
CONTRACT REPORT NO. SO 23107 5. Mich igan Technolog ical

University College of Engineering, Department of Mining

Engineering. )
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PART II

INVESTIGATION, DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
Investigation Committee

The underground investigation of the cause of the inundation
(blackdamp) was conducted April 6 and 7, 1978. The following persons were members of the investigation committee:
Virginia Division of Mines and Quarries

Technical Assistant

Frank Linkous

The Pittston Company Coal Group
John W. Crawford

Director of Heal th and Safety

Clinchfield Coal Company
W. B. Couch
M. L. West

Division Manager
Manager, Safety Division

United Mine Workers of America
Edward Gilbert
Floyd T. Mullins
Eugene Marshall

International Safety Director
Safety Coordinator, District 28
Safety Committeeman

Mine Safety and Health Administration
Frank C. Mann
James D. Micheal
James V. Bowman

Supervisory Mining Engineer
Coal Mine Specialist

Clarence A. Goode

Coal Mine Inspector (Special

Coal Mine Technical Special ist

(Ventilation)
Investigator)

Other persons who participated in or were present during
recovery operations and/or the investigation are listed in

Appendix C.

interviews
As part of the investigatiön into the cause of the inund~tion
(blackdamp), MSHA, in conjunction with the Virginia Division

of Mines and Quarries, conducted interviews wi th several

company officials and employees. These interviews were
conducted on April 7 and May 4, 1978, at the Clinchfield Coal
Company Training Center at Carbo, Virginia. A list of persons who participated in or were present during all or part
of these interviews is in Appendix D.
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Transcripts of the interviews are available for examination
at the Mine Safety and Health Administration headquarters,
4015 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22203.

Investigation
On AprilS, 1978, MSHA personnel met in District 5 headquarters in Norton, Virginia, selected an investigation team
and developed and discussed plans and procedures for conducting the investigation.
On April 6, 1978, MSHA investigation team met with company,
State and United Mine Workers of America officials at the
Drainway site and discussed plans and procedures for conducting the investigation. At this meeting final plans and
procedures were developed and agreed to by all interested

parties.

The plans and procedures for conducting the investigation
required that a preshift examination of the Drainway be made
by four members of a mine rescue team (three company and one
, wearing self contained oxygen breathing apparatus,
MSlIA)
equipped wi th a communication system and testing equipment
consisting of flame safety lamp, oxygen analyzer and carbon

dioxide detectors.

The plan stipulated that four members of a mine rescue team
(three company and one MSHA) be present in the face area of
the Drainway at all times while investigators were underground. The mine rescue team members would constantly
monitor the methane and oxygen content of the air. While
persons were underground a back-up mine rescue team, in
readiness, was required on the surface. The plan limited to
four the number of investigators who could be underground at
one time. Each team of investigators consisted of company,
State, MSHA and UMWA personnel. The plan also required that
a log be kept of all activities during the investigation and
a record made of all persons entering and returning from the
il i ne .
The use of the mine rescue teams in the conduct of the
red necessary because the abandoned
invest iga tion was cons ide
area could not be ventilated and cleared of blackdamp; the
blackdamp in the abandoned area would tend to flow into the
Drainway entry during a drop in barometric pressure; 2/ and
the ventilation system employed at the Drainway was considered

~/ The atmosphere in a sealed gOb area will expand during
drops in barometric pressure. A drop in barometric pressure
could have contributed to the black damp entering the
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marginal. The limitation on the number of people permitted
underground at one time was necessary to prevent the restriction of ventilation from the face area of the Drainway.
While the meeting between the company, State, MSHA and UMWA
officials was being conducted, James L. Banfield Jr., MSHA

mining engineer, took pressure measurements 'in the ventila-

tion tubing and calculated that the 6f-28 Jeffrey fan was
supplying approximately 9,300 cubic feet of air a minute to
the Drainway entry.

At approximately 9:31 a.m. on April 6, 1978, the underground
investigation into the cause of the inundation was started.
A mine rescue team wearing oxygen breathing apparatus made a
preshift examination of the Drainway entry and found 21 percent oxygen and 0.05 percent carbon dioxide in the face area
near the last row of installed roof bolts. Methane was not
detected and no unsafe conditions were found. The team
returned to the surface at approxima tely 9: 48 a. m.

A mine rescue team reentered the Drainway and made the
necessary tests at the face and found conditions the same as
were found during the preshift examination. At 10:08 a.m.
the first team (4) of inves tiga tors entered the Dra inway

entry open faced and inspected the area and returned to the
surface at 10:28 a.m. with the mine rescue team.

At LO: 39 a. m. another s imila rly equipped mine rescue team
entered the Drainway. While making tests in the face area
they detected l7 percent oxygen and 0.6 percent carbon dioxide in the vicinity of the cont inuous mi ning mach ine. The
team advised the surface control of these conditions and
were ordered to return to the surface. All persons had been
withdrawn from the Drainway entry at 11:02 a.m.

y continued

Drainway. According to the barometric pressure recorder at
the MSHA Laboratory in Norton, Virginia, the following
pressures were recorded on AprilS - 6, 1978.

Date
Apr il

April

Pressure

Time

noon

5

l2: 00

6

9: 00 a. m.
10: 00 a. m.
11: 00 a.m.
12: 00

noon

2: 00 p. m.

29.90
29.79
29.78
29.76
29.73
29.66
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At 11:25 a.m. due to the low oxygen content, a decision was
made to install a larger fan. A larger capacity fan had
been brought to the Drainway site prior to the beginning of
the underground investigation.
The larger capaci ty Joy fan was installed blowing and placed
in operation at 12:37 p.m. on April 6, 1978. Air measurements made wi th a pi tot tube and Magnehel ic gauge in the
ventilation tubing near the fan showed that the larger capacity
fan was producing approximately 17,800 cubic feet of air a
minute. An air measurement taken with an anemometer in the
drift mouth showed that approximately 13,600 cubic feet of
air a minute was returning from the Drainway entry.

At 1 :05 p.m., after the Joy fan had been operating for approximately 28 minutes, a mine rescue team entered the Drainway.
Tests made in the face area by the team showed that the oxygen
content of the air had been restored to 21 percent and the
carbon dioxide had been reduced to less than O. 1 percent and
methane was not detected. The air measurement made by the
team showed that approxima tely 8,600 cubic feet of air a
minute was reaching the inby end of the line curtain.
At 1: 25 p.m. after the Drainway was reported safe by the
mine rescue team, the underground investigation resumed.
The investigation continued wi thout further disruption

following the same procedures as prev iously described.

After all members of the investigation committee and all
other interested persons present had inspected the accident
area, company engineers, MSIlA, and state personnel entered

the Drainway for the purpose of obtaining information to

prepare a sketch of the Drainway entry and the accident
area. This part of the investigation was concluded at 3:11

p.m.
l:/ cont inued

The 0.06 inch pressure drop that occurred between 9:00 a.m.
and 12:00 noon on April 6, 1978, while the investigation was
be ing conducted, caused an expans ion of the atmosphere in
the abandoned area and resulted in a migration of the blackdamp from the abandoned area into the Drainway entry.
During this time the oxygen content in the Drainway entry,
as measured with an Edmont Wilson oxygen analyzer, decreased
to 17 percent. The carbon dioxide content was 0.6 percent.
The ventilation system being used was incapable of providing
a sufficient quantity of air to dilute, render harmless and
carry away the oxygen deficient atmosphere migrating into
the Drainway entry from the abandoned area.
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Guards were posted at the Drainway site to prevent anyone
from entering the mine. MSHA, company, State and UMWA
officials discussed plans and procedures to continue the
investigation the following morning.

On Friday, April 7, 1978, the investigation of the accident
at the Drainway entry continued. A preshift examination of
the Drainway was made by a mine rescue team before other
persons were permitted to enter the mine. Air measurements, tests and examinations made during the preshift examination by Harry Markley, MSHA, showed the Joy fan was
producing approximately 15,800 cubic feet of air a minute
and that approximately 7,600 cubic feet of air a minute was
reaching the endby end of the line curtain; that the air in
the face area contained 21 percent of oxygen and no methane,

and no unsafe condi tions were found.

Plans were made on Apr il 6 by the inves tiga tors to recon-

struct the ventilation system of the Drainway using the
Jeffrey fan to simulate as near as possible the ventilation
system that existed at the time of the accident on April 4.
W. B. Couch requested permission to repair any damages that
had occurred to the line curtain during the investigation.
MSHA granted this permission and Couch, C. M. Bailes, Vice
President, and Pete Capelli, Assistant to the General Manager,
accompanied by James Bowman, MSHA, entered the Drainway and
repaired and restored the line curtain to good condition.

At ll:14 a.m. the Joy fan was taken out of service and the
Jeffrey fan which was in use at the time the accident occurred

was reinstalled. During the installation of the Jeffrey fan

the ventilation tubing extending inby from the fan to the line
curtain was straightened to reduce air resistance and the holes
in the ventilation tubing located near the fan were repaired

y continued
Coincidentally, on Tuesday, April 4, 1978, the date of the
accident a similar condi tion existed. Records of the barometric pressure recorded at the laboratory at the MSHA
District 5 office, Norton, Virginia, which is approximately
29 miles from the Drainway site, from LO:OO a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 4, 1978, are as follows:

Time

Pressure

lO :00

29.94
29.88
29.82

12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.
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to reduce air losses. After these repairs had been made
and the ventilation system restored, as near as it could be
determined, as it was at the time of inundation, a mine
rescue team entered the Drainway entry and took air measurements and gas tests. Air measurements made at the fan showed
the fan was exhausting approximately 16,000 cubic feet of
air a minute and approxima tely 10,000 cubic feet of air a
minute was entering the Drainway portal. An air measurement
made by Raymond Strahin, MSHA, at 12:31 p.m. showed that
approximately 2,600 cubic feet of air a minute was reaching
the endby end of the line curtain which was 30 feet from the
face. The gas tests showed oxygen levels ranging from 19.25
to 21 percent in the face area and no methane ;,as present.
Using chemical smoke the mine rescue team which included
Raymond Strahin and David Wolf of MSHA determined the air
flow pattern in the face area. This pattern showed the intake
air was moving from the boom of the continuous mining machine
to the end of the line curtain and was not penetrating the
face area. The face of the Drainway was not being adequateiy
ventilated by the simulated system. The mine rescue team
returned to the surface at 12:44 p.m.

After the simula ted tes ts were concluded, in order to continue
the investigation the Jeffrey fan was replaced with the Joy
fan operating blowing. A mine rescue team entered the Drainway
at 2:37 p.m. and made air measurements and gas tests which
showed that the ventilation was adequate and the air quality
in the face area was satisfactory.
A permissible-type Marietta continuous mining machine,
serial number 7486 was in the face area. The cutting head of
the machine was down near the mine floor and against the
face of the coal and was part ial ly obscured by loose coal
and thin layers of draw rock which had fallen from the mine

roof. See Appendix 1", , Photo No.3. The opening that had

y cont inued

A barometric pressure drop of 0.12 inches occurred during
the 4-hour period.

Also, when the lower levels of the mine between the main
entries and the 1 Right Section were being inundated, the
water encroachment sealed the 1 Right area from the rest
of the mine and pressurized it. This along with the falling
barometer made the pressure within the sealed abandoned
area greater than the pressure at the face of the Drainway
entry causing airflow from the gob area into the Drainway

when the area was mined into.
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been made into the abandoned area by the continuous mining
machine and the test borehole that had penetrated the abandoned area were not visible. See Appendix 1", Photo No.4.
The last 13 feet advance of the Drainway entry was 13 feet
wide, which was the width of the machine cutting head. See

Appendix I, Figure 2 and Appendix F, Photo No.2. The

continuous mining machine controls were in the "off"
position and the control switch for the illumination system
was in the "on" position.

At 2:52 p.m. power was applied to the continuous l!lning
mach ine and the mach ine was trammed back from the face for a
distance of approximately 15 feet by the mine rescue team.

The machine was then deenergized.

After temporary roof supports (posts and jacks) were installed inby the permanent roof supports (roof bolts), an
examination of _ the face area by the investigators revealed
an irregularly shaped opening into the abandoned area
approximately l4 x 20 inches on the left side of the place
approximately 2 feet from the bottom which had been made by
the continuous mining machine. See Appendix 1", Photo No.4.
Also a test borehole was observed in about the center of the

place approximately 18 inches from the roof. This test hole
had also penetrated the abandoned area and was approximately
5 feet 3 inches in depth.
The quality of the air in the abandoned area was determined
by putting detection equipment through the 14 x 20 inch
opening. These gas tests showed the air in the abandoned
area çontained 12 percent oxygen, 2 percent carbon dioxide
and no methane. The flame safety lamp that was found underground by the investigators on April 6, was taken into
custody and removed to the surface by James Bowman of MSHA.

At 4:30 p.m. all persons returned to the surface and the
underground investigation was concluded.
Following the official investigation into the cause of the
inundation, including the interviews with company officials
and employees on April 7, and May 4, 1978, nine l04(a) and
one 104(d) (1) citations, one l03(k) and one 107(a) orders
of withdrawal were issued to the Clinchfield Coal Company.

See Appendix E.

Discussion and Evaluation

Planning - Drainway project
According to testimony of Henry Kiser, General Manager,
plans for draining the Moss No. 3 mine had been discussed
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\lith Max Bailes, Vice president, Robert Ryland, Chief
Engineer, W. B. Couch, Division Manager, and Monroe West,
Manager, Safety Divisiqn, over the past two years. ~hese
discussions increased and included M. L. West, Manager,
,the last six months. Kiser stated
Safety Division during
that during this planning "There was not a great discussion
within itself, just any particular, about blackdamp; but
of course, you know, anytime you're cutting into it, you're
stated that the hazards
going to be thinking of that." He
presented by water and gas '/ere discussed with these mine
officials during the initial planning of the Drainway project.
Kiser said, "I'm sure everybody was of the salle opinion
there was more gas, that it was a real gassy part of
that
the mine." He stated that he took part in planning the Drainway project and that Monroe West submitted the plans to MSHA

and the State.

Kiser visited the Drainway entry about every day from the
time it started. He did not visit the Drainway on Friday,
March 31, 1978, because J. E. Nypaver, Vice President, Operations, and Max Bailes visited the Drainway that day. On
April 3, the day before the accident, Kiser visited the Drainway. He stated that he knew the Drainway entry was getting
close to the abandoned area, and that he discussed the possiibilities of encountering methane and water when the Drainway holed through into the abandoned area with Strickler
Mullins. However, he did not discuss the possibilities of

encountering blackdamp with him.

W. B. Couch stated he had knowledge of and was involved in
developing plans for the Drainway entry for a period of from
three to six months prior to the starting of the Drainway
project. About the first of March 1978, plans were made to
develop the Drainway entry wi th a continuous mining machine.
Couch stated that during the planning of the Drainway the
only hazardous condi tions that he was concerned about were
water and methane and that to his knowledge, no one ever
talked to him about blackdamp nor considered a method of
checking for blackdamp through a borehole, except that Strickler
Mullins was infonued to have a flame safety lamp.
Couch also stated that from a study of the water levels and
contours in this area of the mine, he knew that the abandoned area in question was pressurized and that the atmosphere
in this area "would back up on them" in the Drainway. Couch
visited the Drainway on April 3, 1978, the day before the
accident and talked to Strickler Mullins. However, he did
not mention or discuss blackdamp in any way with him nor
suggest that blackdamp was a hazard that he should be concerned about when cutting through into the abandoned area.
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According to Monroe West's testimony, he was involved, in the
initial

planning of the Drainwayproject. He stated that

during the development of the plans for the Drainway he
discussed with Couch "the possibilities of having a big body
or a body of methane and/or blackdamp in behind there."
However, he did not discuss this possibility with Strickier
Mullins. In .early March, West visited MSHA District 5 headquarters and discussed the initial planning of the Drainway with MSHA officials. During this discussion West men-

tioned the poss ibil i ties that the abandoned area in question
water accumulations. The possibil i ty that the abandoned area

might contain methane but did not expect the area to contain

might contain blackdamp was not mentioned or discussed during
this meeting.
On March l7, 1978, West informed MSHA officials that the
ini tial plan for the Drainway, wh ich cons isted of dril1,ing

an 8-inch hole into the abandoned area, had fa iled. The
same day West submitted to MSHA a written plan to develop
the Drainway entry with a continuous mining machine. This
plan, which was approved by the District Manager on March 27,
1978, made no reference to the possibility that the abandoned area in question might contain methane or blåckdamp.

Strickler Mullins, Superintendent of the Moss No. 3 Portal A
mine, which included the Drainway project, stated that he
never saw a written plan for driving the Drainway but that
his superiors had discussed such a plan wi th him several
times. He stated that these discussions and final planning
for developing the Drainway entry dealt with the problems
of methane and water and what course of action he would take
if methane and/or water were encountered when the Drainway
entry penetrated the abandoned area. Mullins stated that none
of his superiors nor anyone from the Safety Department ever
discussed the possibility of the abandoned area containing
blackdamp, that he did not consider such possibility him-

self, and that he did not discuss such poss ibil i ty wi th his

supervisors and workmen assigned to perform the work at the
Drainway project. Mullins stated, "I was more afraid of
methane than anything else, or water; because we just about
knew where the wa ter was by the eleva tions on the map, and
by it being sealed with water, (it meaning the abandoned
area), the methane bothered me more than anything else.
Because I figured when we bored a hole through it, the thing
would come out pure methane."
MSHA investigators conclude that the planning of the Drainway project by mine management and the Safety Department
was inadequate and incomplete because: (a) due consideration
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was not given to the possibility of the abandoned 1 Right
area containing blackdamp; (b) the final plan contained no
provisions or safety precautions that would permit the Drainway to penetrate the abandoned area in a safe manner and under
controlled conditions in the event blackdamp was encountered;
(c) mine management did not discuss the possibi1ity of the
abandoned 1 Right area containing blackdamp with the employees
at the Drainway prior to or during development of.
the Drainway entry and four workmen were caught unaware by the inrush
of blackdamp when the entry cut through into the abandoned
area; and (d) during the investigation the Drainway ventilation system was found to be inadequate which indicates that
the ventilation system was a product of inadequate and in-

complete planning.

Ventilation of Drainway Entry
Development of the 1 Right northwest area of the Moss No. 3
Portal A mine (area involved in the accident) was completed
in 1972 and second mining in
this area was started the same
year. Pillars of coal were left around the perimeter of
the area to serve as a bleeder system for the gob area.
The Bucu fan located in the northwest area of the mine was
supposed to have been ventilating the 1 Right gob area as
well as other gob areas in the mine. It is unknown how
effectively the 1 Right gob area was ventilated because as
second mining progressed dewatering pumps were removed and

water was permitted to accumulate in the lower elevations

of the mine. By March 1978, water had inundated all areas
of the mine below the 1,495 foot elevation. The rising water
sealed the 1 Right gob area from the rest of the mine and
rendered the Bucu fan ineffect ive. On March 17, 1978, after
an inspection and evaluation of Bucu fan by MSHA, the company

was given permission to remove the Bucu fan from service.

The encrOachment of the rising water pressurized the 1 Right

abandoned area.
The Drainway (single entry) approximately 265 feet in length
was developed from the surface into the abandoned 1 Right
area of the Moss No.3 Portal A mine. Since the Drainway
entry was developed from the surface, the main mine ventilating system could not be utilized to provide the ventilation.
The Drainway entry was ventilated by a Jeffrey 6F-28 aerodyne

fan located on the surface and operated exhausting. In

development of the Dra inway entry, management planned to
use 24- inch d iame ter, spiral reinforced collapsible tubing
to direct the air to the face a~ea. However, when a few
sect ions of the tubing had been installed, some of the
tubing collapsed from the fan pressure. All but about
50 feet of the collapsible tubing was replaced by 18 ounce
plastic line brattice which was used from the end of the
tubing inby to within 30 feet of the face. See Appendix F,

photo. Nos. 1 and 5.
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From observations and measurements made during the investigation, the Jeffrey fan, equipped with a 40 horsepower motor,
was operating in the B-blade position. The fan characteristit
curves indicate that for this fan to operate efficiently with
this ventilation system in the B-blade position a larger
horsepower motor would be required.

The approved ventilation System and Methane and Dust Control
Plan for the Moss No.3, Portal A mine, of which the Drainway
was a part, required the line brattice to be maintained to
within l8 feet of the deepest point of penetration of the face
and that the continuous mining machine operator be a minimum
of 2 feet outby the end of the line brattice when the machine
is cutting coal from the face. A minimum of 5,000 cubic feet
of air a minute was to be provided at the end of the line
brattice. It was evident from the testimony that the mine

superintendent was not famil iar wi th these requirements. Accoraing to the records of the preshift examiners, as recorded in
the book for that purpose, the quantities of air measured at
the end of the line brattice were 3,045 cubic feet a minute on
March 30, 1978, 4,200, 4,600 and 4,800 cubic feet a minute
on April 3, 1978, and 5,400 cubic feet a minute on April 4,
1978, the day of the inundation. Air measurements were not
made during recovery operations on April 4, 1978; However,
the fan was changed from exhausting to blowing during the

recovery operations.

After the ventilation system was reconstructed and the line
curtain repaired and restored to good condition by mine
officials, to simulate as close as practicable the ventilation system in use at the time of the acciòent, MSHA investigators determined that the Jeffrey fan was delivering
approximately 2,600 cubic feet of air a minute to the inby
end of the line curtain, and that 10,000 cubic feet of air a
minute was entering the Drainway portal. Also the air flow
pattern in the face area as determined by chemical smoke showed
that the face area was not ventilated adequately with this
simulated system of ventilation because of the low air quantity and the line curtain being 30 feet from the òeepest
point of penetration of the face.
MSHA investigators conclude that the Drainway ventilation
system was inadequate to comply with the minimum requirements of the approved Ventilation System and Methane and
Dust Control Plan which requires at least 5,000 cubic feet
of air a minute at the end of the line curtain in places
where coal is being cut, mined or loaded and where roof

bolts are being installed.
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On April 4, 1978, at the time of the accident, the ventilation
system did not provide sufficient air in the Drainway entry
to dilute and render harmless and carry away the inrush of
blackdamp from the abandoned area.
On April 6, during the investigation, the ventilation system
was found to be inadequate and the investigation was delayed

which provided

until a larger capacity fan was installed

adequate face ventilation.

On April 7, after the ventilation system was reconstructed
and repa ired only 2,600 cubic feet of air a minute was
measured at the end of the line curtain which is less than
the minimum requirements of the approved Ventilation System

and Methane and Dust Control Plan.

Test Boreholes, Gas testing Procedures and Gas testing Equipment
The investigation revealed that the Drainway (single entry)
approximately 15 - 17 feet wide and 6 feet high had been
developed a distance of 265 feet. Six test boreholes, three
in each coal rib, had been drilled from l2.66 feet to 22 feet
in depth and were from l3 to 19 feet apart. The first rib
boreholes had been drilled when the face of the Drainway was
approximately 70 feet from the abandoned area. See sketch in
Appendix I, Figure l.

According to the testimony of company officials the 1 Right
area liberated methane during development and therefore they
anticipated encountering methane when the Drainway entry
penetrated the abandoned 1 Right area. Company officials knew
the 1 Right abandoned area was sealed off from the rest of
the mine by water; that the sealed area was pressurized
from the rising water; and that the air would flow from the
abandoned area into the Drainway entry when the Drainway
entry penetrated the abandoned area.
Both Mullins and Carson (victim) had approved methane detectors in their possession underground in the Drainway entry
when the accident occurred. According to Mullins' statements, adequate tests for methane were made immediately after
the test drill hole penetrated the abandoned area and tests
for methane were made continuously until the continuous mining
machine cut a hole into the abandoned area, and the highest
methane content de tected was 0.15 percent.
Although mine management knew on April 4, 1978, that the
Drainway entry had advanced close to the abandoned area and
would most probably hole through that day, means for detect-
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ing oxygen deficiency were not available in the working place
at the time the test borehole penetrated the abandonen area.
As expected, air from the abandoned area entered the Drainway
entry through the borehole with high velocity. After making
methane tes ts in front of the borehole and in the face area
which showed only 0.15 percent methane, Mullins had a flame
safety lamp that was located on the surface brought into the
face area. Mullins stated that when tests were made with the
flame safety lamp in front of the borehole, the flame on the
safety lamp which "had a little red on it." was extinguished.
He stated that he thought the flame on the safety lamp was
blown out by the veloci ty of the air coming ou t of the bore-

hole.
After the flame safety lamp was rel igh ted, tes ts were made
across the face of the place and the flame was not extin-

guished. Mullins stated that during these tests he kept

the flame safety lamp about 4 feet from the borehole to prevent the flame on the safety lamp from being blown out again
and no further tests were made with the flame safety lamp.
the abandoned area was permitted to enter the
Drainway entry through the borehole for a period of approximately 45 minutes and, without first determining by adequate
testing or air analysis the content of this air, the continuous mining machine was permitted to cut through into the
The air from

abandoned area.
The fact that the content of the atmospnere in the abandoned
area on April 7, 1978 showed 2 percent carbon dioxide and
l2 percent oxygen, MSHA investigators conclude that the air
entering the Drainway entry through the test borehole from
the abandoned area on Apr il 4, shortly before the accident,

contained blackdamp; that when tes ts were be ing made wi th

the flame safety lamp, the red color on the flame of the
lamp indicated the presence of blackdamp; that the flame of
the safety lamp was extinguished by the blackdamp rather
than being blown out by the force of the air when the lamp
was placed in front of the borehole; that adequate tests for
blackdamp were not made near the mine floor; and that the
blackdamp, being heavier than normal air, accumulated near
the mine floor at the lower elevations of the Drainway entry
and did not affect those persons in the face area until a
larger hole was made into the abandoned area by the contin-

uousmining machine. See profile of Drainway entry in

Appendix I, Figure No.2.
Although the permissible-type flame safety lamp is an approved
instrument for testing oxygen deficiency, its limitations

are well-known. Technology has in recent years made avail25

able reliable and more sophisticated equipment that is
capable of determining the actual percentage of oxygen and
carbon dioxide in the air while the flame safety làmp' only
determines the presence of oxygen deficiency. The company's
mine rescue teams are equipped wi th and trained in the use of
an approved Edmont Wilson oxygen analyzer which determines
the percent of oxygen in the air, and an approved Draeger
carbon dioxide detector which determines the perèent of carbon dioxide in the air.
MSHA investigators believe that the very nature of the Drainway project, which could not be considered as a "business as
usual" mining operation, should have dictated the use of the
more sophisticated gas testing equipment, particularly since
such equipment was available on mine property.
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PART III

FINDINGS: SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE
The findings in this part are derived from the following
sourceS: Conditions observed in the mine by MSHA personnel
during recovery operations and the investigation following
the inundation; information obtained from the mine rescue
team and other persons taking part in the recovery operations
and the investigation; information obtained from special
tests conducted by MSHA; information obtained from mine

records and previous Federal coal mine inspection reports

and plans; information obtained from company officials and
miners through interviews. After analysis of all available
evidence, MSHA investigators have summarized their findings

below.

1. The 1 Righ t Sect ion of the Mos s No.3, Portal A mi ne
(the abandoned area that was involved in the accident) was
developed in 1972 and second mining started immediately there-

after.

2. Pillars of coal were left around the perimeter of the
1 Righ t area to serve as a bleeder system for the gob area.
This area was ventilated by the Bucu fan.

3. As retreat mining progressed the lower elevations between
9 Right and 1 Right were inundated with water below the
l,495-foot elevation.
4. Due to the rising water the Bucu fan became ineffective
and was taken out of service on March 17, 1978.

5. The rising water sealed the 1 Right abandoned area from
the remainder of the mine, and the area was pressurized by
the encroachme nt of the wa ter.

6. The company estimated that approximately 23 miiiion
gallons of water was flowing into the mine in 24 hours and
that approximately 6 million gallons of water was being pumped
from the mine daily.
7. The rising water, if permitted to continue, would inundate the areas below the l,504-foot elevation in the interconnected Portal A-2 entries. See mine map, Appendix J.
8. Management officials had informally discussed plans over
the past two years that would alleviate the threat of water in
the worked-out areas of the Portal A mine from flowing into
the interconnected Portal A-2 mine. During the last six months
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prior to the accident, the water problem became more acute
and more discussions were held and informal plans were
developed for the Drainway project.

9. Management and Safety Department officials discussed
plans that included drilling an 8-inch diameter horizontal
borehole from a surface location to penetrate the abandoned
1 Right area; enlarging the 8-inch borehole to 24 - 36 inches,
and driving a single entry with a continuous mining machine
from the surface to penetrate the abandoned 1 Right area, a
distance of approximately 265 feet. These plans were
designed to provide a path for the rising water to gravity
flow from the worked-out areas of the mine into Fryingpan
Creek wh ich would prevent flooding of the Portal A-2 entries.
(See mine map Appendix J).
lO. Early in March 1978, M. L. West, Manager, Safety Department, met with MSHA officials in Norton, Virginia, and
discussed the company plans for the Drainway project. On
March 17, 1978, West informed MSHA officials in Norton,
Virginia, that the plan to drill the 8-inch diameter borehole into the abandoned area had failed. West requested and
received oral permission from the MSHA District Manager to
proceed wi th the plan to develop the single entry Drainway
with a continuous mining machine. The same day West submitted
a written plan for the Drainway project. This plan was
approved by the District Manager on March 27, 1978. See
Appendix G, Plan No. 1.
11. During management's initial planning, and during the final
development of the plans for the Drainway project, the possibili ty of the abandoned 1 Right area containing blackdamp was
not considered and/or discussed, except M. L. West stated that
he discussed with W. B. Couch, Division Manager, the possi-

bil i ty that the abandoned 1 Right area might contain "a body

of methane and/or blackdamp." However, Couch stated that no
one ever mentioned blackdamp to him during any discussions and
planning of the Drainway project and that he was concerned
only with the hazards of water and methane. During West's
discussions of the company' s plan for the Drainway project
with MSHA officials including the written plan, the possi-

bil i ty of the abandoned 1 Righ t containing blackdamp was not
discussed.

12. The possibili ty of the abandoned 1 Righ t area containing
blackdamp was not discussed wi th Strickler Mullins by
mine management or of ficials of the Safety Department pr ior
to or during the development of the Drainway entry.
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At no time, prior to or during the development of the
Drainway entry, did any mine official or an official from
the Safety Department discuss the pnssibility of the abandoned 1 Right area containing blackdamp with any foremen
or workmen at the Drainway project.

13. The development of the Drainway entry with a continuous
mining machine began on March 28, 1978. On March 31, the

sing le entry Drainway had been driven approximately 191 feet
and the drilling of test boreholes was started.

14.

ties

line

According to mine record books the following air quantiwere measured by mine examiners at the inby end of the
curtain during development of the Drainway entry:

March 30

April

3

April

4

- 3,045 cubic feet
- 4,200 cubic feet
4,600 cubic feet
4,800 cubic feet
- 5,400 cubic feet

a
a
a
a
a

minute
mi
mi
mi
mi

nu
nu
nu
nu

te
te
te
te

Except for the air measurement of April 4, these air quantities did not comply with the minimum requirements of the
approved Ventilation System and Methane and Dust Control Plan.
According to records of the preshift examination of the Drainway entry on April 4, 1978, no unsafe conditions were found in
the Drainway entry.

15. On April 4, 1978, at approximately 11:00 a.m. a test borehole, drilled in the face of the. Drainway entry, penetrated
the abandoned 1 Righ t area. Air from the abandoned area flowed
through the borehole into the Drainway entry wi th a high
veloci ty. Mullins and Carson made tests for methane wi th
approved methane detectors and the highest methane content

found was 0.15 percent.

l6. Mullins, anticipating that the abandoned area contained
high concentrations of methane, became concerned wi th the
accuracy of the gas testing equipment which showed the methane
content of the air coming through the borehole from the
abandoned area contained only O. l5 percent. He ordered the
flame safety lamp to be brought in from the surface.
17. Means for testing for blackdamp were not available
underground at the time the test borehole penetrated the

abandoned area.
18. While gas tests were being made at the face area with
the flame safety lamp, the flame of the lamp was extinguished
when the lamp was placed in front of the. borehole. The lamp
was relighted and Mullins made additional gas tests at the
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face area with the flame safety lamp, but ne aia not maKe

adequa te tes ts for blackdamp near the mine floor and did not
approach closer than about 4 feet Of the borehole during such
tests. The flame of the safety lamp was not extinguïshed
during these tests. No further tests for gas were made with
the flame safety lamp.

19. Air from the abandoned 1 Righ t area was permi t ted to
flow through the borehole into the Drainway entry for approximately 45 minutes. Before determining by adequate testing,
or by air analys is, the content of this air, the mining of
the remaining 13-foot coal barrier was begun at approximately
11:45 a.m. April 4, 1978.

20. Mullins stated that after the third shuttle car of coal
had been loaded he observed the lighted flame safety lamp
sitting on the continuous mining machine. However, the continuous mining machine operator stated that he did not see
the flame safety lamp sitting on the continuous mining machine.
The last time he saw the flame safety lamp Mullins had it.

2l. At approximately 12:30 p.m. while cutting coal for the
next shuttle car, the continuous mining machine cut a hole
approxima tely l4 by 20 inches into the abandoned 1 Right area
in the left side of the face of the Drainway entry.

22. Mullins was on the left side of the machine and Carson
was on the righ t side, both inby the operator, making tests
for methane. Johnson was behind the continuous mining
machine operator observing mining operations when the continuous mining machine cut into the abandoned area. See
Appendix I, Figure l.
23. When the continuous mining machine holed through into
the abandoned area, the inrush of blackdamp caught the four
men unaware; Carson, Johnson, and Breeding were overcome

immediately. Mullins dragged Breeding toward the surface

for a distance of approximately 150 feet and left him at the
edge of the waterhole. Although affected by the blackdamp
Mullins struggled to the surface.

24. Approximately l5 minutes after the accident had occurred,
Ray G. Ross, District Manager, Willis Ison, Subdistrict Manager, Frank C. Mann, Supervisory Mining Engineer, all MSHA
District 5 personnel from Norton, Virginia, and M. L. West,
Manager, Safety Division, arrived at the Drainway site.
Attèmpts to rescue Carson and Johnson, who were overcome by
blackdamp near the face of the Drainway entry, had already
started. At this time the following persons were underground:
Carson, Johnson, Breeding, Castle, Nowlin and Arden. Mullins,
Shelby and Beverly were on the surface.
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25. Ross, Ison, Mann, and West joined Mullins, Shelby, and
Beverly in the rescue attempts. None of the rescuers had
protective equipment or adequate gas testing equipment. Ross,
Mann, and West did not have full knowledge of the occurrence
except, that they were informed by Mullins that some men were
down on bad air.

26. During the rescue attempts 10 men entered the Drainway
entry, some of whom made more than one trip underground.
Three of the rescuers were overcome by blackdamp and perished.
Three others, who were also overcome by blackdamp, were
rescued including one man who returned to the surface unassisted approximately 40 minutes after the ventilation system
had been changed from exhausting to blowing.
27. A company mine rescue team, self-contained breathing
apparatus, a doctor and two nurses were airlifted to the
Drainway site by a company helicopter. The five bodies were
recovered by the mine rescue team wearing the oxygen breathing

apparatus by 2:35 p.m. April 4.

28. On April 6 - 7, 1 978, MSHA personnel conducted an underground investigation into the cause of the inunda tion.

29. The Drainway ventilation system in use at the time of the
inundation was inadequate to dilute, render harmless and
carry away the inrush of blackdamp. Also, the ventilation
system proved to be inadequate during the investigation on
April 6, and a higher capacity ventilating fan had to be
installed to permit the continuation of the underground in-

vestigation.

30. On April 7, after the ventilation system was reconstructed
and the line curtain repaired by company officials, to simulate
as near as practicable the ventilation system in use at the
time of the inundation, approximately 2,600 cubic feet of
air a minute was measured at the inby of the line curtain.
3l. At the time of the inundation the approved Ventilation
System and Methane and Dust Control Plan was not being complied
with in that, the line curtain was approximately 30 feet
outby the point of deepest penetration of the face and the
continuous mining mach ine operator was approximately 10 feet
inby the end of the line curtain. According to tes timony,
the mine superintendent was not familiar with the requirements
of the approved ventilation and Methane and Dust Control Plan

pertaining to face ventilation.

32. The barometric pressure drops of 0.l2 and 0.06 on
April 4 and April 6, respect ively increased the migrat ion
of blackdamp from the abandoned area into the Drainway.
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33. First~aid equipment was not provided within 500 feet
of the Drainway entry working place on April 4, 1978.

34. Three of the six test boreholes drilled in the 'ribs of
the Drainway entry as the entry was advanced within 50 feet
of the 1 Right abandoned area ranged from l5 feet 5 inches
to 19 feet 2 inches in depth and were from 13 feet to
19 feet 7 inches apart.

35. Telephone service or two-way communication facilities
were not provided on t~e surface at the Drainway nor underground in the Drainway entry.
36. The Marietta continuous mining machine operating in the
face area of the Drainway entry was not maintained in permissible condition in that a bolt was missing from the endbell housing on the tramming motor, an opening in excess of
.007-inch was present in this motor housing and an opening
in excess of .0 07-inch was present in the left control panel

cover.

37. The circuit for the continuous mining machine was not
provided with a fail-safe ground check monitoring circuit;
also, a portion of the circuit breakers protecting circuit
conductors originating at the power center were not marked
for identification.
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PART iv
CONCLUSIONS

MSHA inveiatigatoria conclude that the inundation of blackdamp

from the a\;ai.don.ed 1 Right area into the active workings of
the Drainway entry was caused by the following:

l. Failure to consider the possibility that the abandoned
and water-sealed 1 Right area of the mine contained blackdamp.
Failure to develop and initiate adequate plans which would
have permitted the Drainway entry to penetrate the abandoned
area in a safe manner and under controlled conditions which
would have provided protection for the Drainway employees from
the hazard of blackdamp.
2. Intei:tionaliy cutting into the abandoned 1 Right area
with a cOi:tii:~9US mining machine before first determining by
adeguate ai:d S4fficiei:t testing or by air analysis, the contaminates in the air coming from the abandoned area after a
test borehole had penetrated the abandoned area.

3. Failure to comply wi th the minimum requirements of the
approveq"Ventilation System and Methane and Dust Control Plan

ai:d fail4re to provide an adequate ventilation system for the

Dr:a:iiiwa't entry.

MSaA investigatQr:s also conclude that the reSC4e attempts by

ther:escners .:iii the blackdamp coqtaminated area of the mine

without pr:otective equipment contributed to the severity of

the accideIlt,

Respectfuily submitted,

/s/ James P. Micheal

/s/ Robert A. Elam

James D. Micheal
Coal Mii:e Specialist

Robert A. Elam

Mining Engineer
/s/ Paul J. Componation
Paul J. Componation

Coal Mine Safety Special ist
Approved by:
/ia/ Joseph o. Cook
Jos.eph o. Cook
Admii:istrator for Coal Mine Safety and Health

APPENDIX A
Vic tims of Mine Inundation (Blackdamp)
Moss No. 3 Portal A Mine
April 4. 1978

Name and Social

Security

Number

Job C1assi-

Age

Experience

Total Mining

fica tion

at that Job

Experience

Willis D.

Ison
402-42-5984

46

MSHA Subdistric t Mgr.

4 months

23 years

Richard Carson

29

Superintendent

4 months

6 years

34

Maintenance Foreman

2
3

420-66-4236
Marion Johnson

225-62-1317
William Arden

25

Roof Bol ter

226-74-9653

Lawrence Shelby
410-42-0207

56

Equipment Service

Manager. National
Mine Service

years,

2

years,

months

3

months

1

year,

1

year,

4

months

4

months

10
3

years
months

None

2
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APPENDIX B
GENERAL INFORMATION

Portal A-2 mine was opened in June 1976, and is located
approxirna tely 4,000 feet north of and interconnected with
Portal A mine. In Portal A-2 mine, three entries were driven
from the surface and intersected the parallels of 5 Right off
1 Right off A Main of Moss No. 3 Portal A mine. The Drainway
entry (accident scene) was developed to allow incoming water
to flow to the surface before flowing into the Moss No. 3
Portal A-2 mine. Mining had been completed at Portals B, C
and D. Mining at Portal A is near completion with present

act ivi ty cons isting of one coal producing sect ion mining in

barrier pillars. Two coal producing sections are active in
developing the new Portal A-2 mine.
bed averages about 12 feet locally and
consists of the Tiller and Jawbone Coalbeds. In some areas
of the mine, where the coalbeds were separated by a relatively
beds . In areas
thin part ing, mining was done in both coal
where the rock parting between coalbeds was too thick to mine,
only the upper (Jawbone) coalbed, which averages 7 feet in
thickness was mined. Approximately 70 percent of all mining
in Moss ,No. 3 Portal A mine, including the abandoned area
where the Drainway entry penetrated, was mined in the Jawbone

The Thick Tiller coal

coal bed.

At the Drainway entry a total of 14 men was employed on
3 shifts a day, 5 days a week. The entry was to be developed
approximately 265 feet from the surface into the mined out
1 Right area of the Moss No. 3 Portal A mine. The Drainway
entry, designed to be used as a waterway for the extensive
gob area, was located in an area where elevation of the coal-

bed was determined to be low enough to permi t water to

gravity flow out the opening before reaching the active mine
workings in Moss No.3 Portal A-2 mine. Reportedly, the
water level in the Portal A mine had been rising daily since
pumping stations in 9 Right off A Mains had been deactivated
when pillar recovery was started in the area in August 1977.
MINING METHODS, CONDITIONS AND EQUIPMENT
Mining Methods

The Drainway entry was being developed with a Marietta
(drum-type) continuous mining mach ine. The coal was mined
and loaded into a Joy l5-SC shuttle car which transported
the coal to the surface coal storage area. Approximately
2 - 8 inches of water was present along the shuttle car
roadway beginning about 75 feet from the portal and extending

2

inby for a distance of approximately 30 feet. Roof bolts
were installed on not more than 4-foot centers in the l5-foot
wide entry in accordance with the Approved Root Control Plan,
dated April 16, 1976. A hand-held air operated drill was
utilized to drill 2-inch diameter test boreholes in the
Drainway face and ribs as the entry face approached the
abandoned area. See Appendix I, Fig. 2

ventilation
The Moss No.3, Portal A mine was being ventilated by a
Jeffrey, Model 8H~84 Aerodyne fan driven by a 300 horsepower
al ternating current electric motor. During the survey conducted March l3 and 14, 1 978, by personnel from MSHA vent ilation section, District 5 office, Norton, Virginia, the fan
was exhausting 224,000 cubic feet of air a minute at 2.25 inches
water gauge pressure. The methane content of the return air
was O.ll percent. Approximately l69,000 cubic feet of air a
minute was measured at the three intake openings. The difference between return and intake air quanti ties, as measured,
was due to air intaking through numerous breaks to the surface
in the abandoned pillared areas. Air flow was controlled by
permanent stoppings, overcasts and regulators constructed of
incombustible material. plastic, flame resistant, brattice
material was used to direct the ventilation to the working
faces. All accessible areas of the mine were ventilated.
Much of the abandoned area was inaccessible due to bad roof
conditions and water.
Preshift and onshift examinations and tests were made by
certified persons and the results were recorded in a book
on the surface.

The ventilation System and Methane and Dust-control plan for
the Moss No.3, Portal A mine, of which the Drainway entry
was a part, was approved by the MSHA District Manager on
July 14, 1970, amended May 5, 1975, and last reviewed
February 6, 1978.
ventilation of the Drainway entry was induced by a Jeffrey
61"-28 Aerodyne fan located on the surface and operated

exhausting. The fan was operating in the "S" blade position.
Motive power was provided by a 440 volt, 3 phase 40 horsepower electric motor rated at 3,450 r.p.m. In directing the
ventilating current through the entry, 24-inch spiral wound
collapsible tubing was utilized from the fan installation
inby for a distance of approximately 50 feet. Flame resistant line brattice was used from the end of the tubing to
conduct the air to the working face. See Appendix 1",
photo Nos. 1, 5, and 6.

3

Electriçal Equipment
The electric face equipment in use at the Drainway entry was
of the permissible-type and consisted of a Marietta drum-type
continuous mining machine, a Fletcher roof~bolting machine,
and a Joy 15-SC shuttle car. Generally the equipment was
maintained in good condi tion by qualified personnel ¡ however,
a bolt was missing from the end-bell housing on the tramming
motor and an opening in excess of .007 inches was present in
the motor housing of the continuous mining machine.

Communication and First Aid Equipment
There was no communication system provided underground in
the Drainway entry or at the Drainway site. The nearest
two-way communication facilities at the time of the accident
were located at the Bucu airshaft approximately 1,500 feet
from the Drainway entry. First-aid equipment was not available at the Drainway site.
Training Program - Medical Assistance Program

The training program for the Moss No. 3 mine was approved by
MSHA District Manager during 1970. Clinchfield Coal Company
also operates a training mine for new employees. The new
employee receives training in First-Aid Methods, Principles
of Mine Rescue, Use of Self-Rescuer, the Coal Mine Safety
and Health Act, Coal Mine Vent ila tion, Roof and Rib control,
and Electricity. Certified officials receive the training
required by the Act. Workmen are assigned duties at other
company mines, as required, upon completion of training at
the training mine. Workmen at the Drainway entry were assigned from the training mine.
According to company records, the fourteen men at the Drainway site except Dale Hess, a certified foreman, have received
the above training.
On August ll, 1971, management submitted to MSHA an acceptable Emergency Medical Assistance program. There are five
company ambulances available on mine property. First-aid
equipment and supplies were provided at Moss No. 3 mine but
were not provided at the Drainway site.
Mine Rescue

The company maintains five mine rescue teams in the area
and rescue teams from other nearby companies are available
in an emergency. Two mine rescue teams from the Moss
Nos. 2 and 3 mines participated in the recovery operations.
M.S.A. self-rescuers were provided for all underground
employees and they have been trained in their use.

1

APPENDIX C

List of persons who participated in or were present during
recovery operations and/or investigation.
Clinchfield Coal Company
John Nypaver

John W. Crawford

vice President of Operations
The Pittston Company
Director of Health and Safety
The pittston Company

Max Bales
Henry L. Kiser
W. B. Couch
Walter B. Crickmer
Pete Capelli

Vice President

Frank Phillips
Robert Gullet
Sidney Southerland
Harold N. Phillips
Milton McArthur Kiser
Homer Wayne Fields
Archie E. Salyer
David Lee Moore

Construction Foreman
Safety Inspector
Staff Assistant
Mine Rescue Team Trainer
Member Mine Rescue Team
Member Mine Rescue Team
Member Mine Rescue Team
Member Mine Rescue Team

General Manager
Division Manager
Assistant Division Manager
Assistant to the Division

Manager

Virginia Division of Mines and Quarries
Auty Branham
Fred Carty
Clyde Breeding

Inspector
Inspector
Inspector

Uni ted Mine Workers of America
Donald Dalton
Danny Davidson

Alonzo Mullins

Harold Hartsock
Jonathan Willims

Willard A. Esselstyn

International Safety Inspector
International Safety Inspector
Assistant Safety Coordinator,
District 28
International Safety Inspector
Safety Inspector and
International Teller
Secretary and Treasurer

Mine Safety and Health Administration
Ray G. Ross
Robert A. Cohen

District Manager
Trial Attorney - U. S. Department of Labor

Robert A.. Elam

Mining Engineer

Paul J. Componation

Coal Mine Safety and Health

Elmer Simmons

Supervisory Mining Engineer

Specialist

2

APPENDIX C (cont inued)

Supervisory Coal Mtne

Merian O'8ryan

Technical Specialis.t

Ewing C. Rines

James L. Banf ield

Coal Mine Inspection supervisor
Mining Engineer - Technical

Edward J. Miller

Mining Engineer, Technical

Arvil C. Gallihar, Jr.
Clarence A. Goode
Harry Markley
David Wolfe
Raymond A. Strahin

support

Support
Coal Mine Inspecto.i;
Coal Mine Inspector
(Special Invest igator)

Member M,SHA Mine Rescue Team

Member MSHA Mine Rescu.: Team
Member MSHA Mine Rescue Team

1

APPENDIX 0
Persons who participated in or were present during ihterviews:
Clinchfield Coal Company

John Nypaver

John W. Crawford
Raymond E. Davis
Henry L. Kiser
W. B. Couch
M. L. West
Strickler MUllins

Edward Coffey

Delmer Hess
Gary Owens
Darrell Lynn Stoots

Vice President of Operations
The Pittston Company
Director of Health and Safety
The pittston Company
Attorney, The pittston Company

General Manager (witness)

Division Manager (witness)
Manager Safety Division (witness)

Superintendent (wi tness)
Safety Inspector

Foreman (wi tness)

Foreman (witness)

Continuous Mining Machine

Operator (witness)

Charles Breeding

Continuous Mining Machine

John B. Porter

Shuttle Car Operator (witness)

Jack Nowlin

Eugehe Marshall

Earl Castle Jr.

Operator (witness)

Roof bolter (witness)
Continuous Mining Machine

Operator (witness)

Harold N. Phillips

Shuttle Car Operator (witness)
Mine Rescue Team Trainer

Milton McArthur Kiser

Member Mine Rescue Team

Homer Wayne Fields

Member Mine Rescue Team

Archie E. Salyer

Member Mine Rescue Team

David Lee Moore

Member Mine Rescue Team

(wi tness)
(wi tness)
(wi tness)

(witness)
(witness)

~ational Mine Service Company

Ambrose Grayson Conley
Glen Darrell Beverly

Representative
Representative

Virginia Division of Mines and Quarries
Frank Linkous

Technical Assistant
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United Mine Workers of America
Edward Gilbert
Floyd T. Mullins

International Safety Director
Safety Coordinator, District 2B

Min~ Safety and Health Administration
Ray G. Ross
James D. Micheal
Robert A. Elam
Paul J. Componation

District Manager
Coal Mine Specialist

Mer ian O' Bryan

Supervisory Coal Mine
Technical Specialist

Mining Eng ineer

Coal Mine Safety and Health

Specialist

Clarence A. Goode

Coal Mine Inspector

Robert A. Cohen

At torney, Department of
Labor

(Special Investigator)
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STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRAT~IDN
.JNITED
MSHA
FORM 7000-3 (3'781 - __ .

N~ .033901

WITHDRAWALMQ
DATE0,2,2.:'L
,
~(5EE REVERSE) (SEE REVERSEI
OA VR (24 HRTIME.L.éLQ
CLOCK)
TO STRICKLER .MULLINS OPERATOR ~IINc:~i=Ii=1 n ("OAt rnUPAlIlV _____
MINE MOSS NO.3, PORTAL. "A" MINE I.D... ~ - ~ -i.J ~ i - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
ÇlC.'TATIDN o

ORDER

OF

SERVED

SECTION ___-_-_OFTHEACTOR
. 7 _5_.3 _a_ 1_ OF
30 CODe OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
PART AND SECTION
_ - TITLE
_ _ _ __
OF

tYPE OF ACTION -.~~-~- -f------- VIOLATION

(5EE REVERSE)

TYPE OF INSPECTION ~ -- ~ 0 SIGNIFICANT AND SUBSTANTIAL (SEE REVERSE)
At approxlmatelv 12:30 p.m., April 4, 1978, the volume and velocitv of the current of 8lrven'tiløtlnn lhA
CONDITION OR PRACTICE
workIng face of the Dralnway was not suffk:ient to dilute, render harmless and carry awaY the blacirdamD loxvoen defir.lllt\'t ølr\ ""hl.-h
entered the working face when the Drainway holed through Into an unventilated Inaccessible abendoned area of the sae mine. The

blackdamp resulted In the death of five men. This citation is being issued as a reslt of the subsequent fatal accident Investigation.
''iC.OA.íA rCOOE5

DATE - Î

AREA OR EQUlPMENT

INITIAL ACTION ~ NOTICE

o CITATION

TERMINATION DUE DATE I
ACTION TO TERMINATE

ASMT. TRANS. 0
p

o ORDER NO.
SIGNATURE~/.

TIME

This violation was abated prior to the issuance of the citation

DATED_~'__'__
V t: .11~'O ~~ YR
drBinway pro

c pleted and abandon

o

DATE ~12n ,.;L- TIME .LeL~SIGNATURElr? .lLd/~

MO DA VR

t having been

(24 HR CLOCK) , 7"~--- - L.

SEE SUBSEQUENT

ACTION SHEET

~~h~\1¿;J,aT7'lJ~i~J,MENT OF LABOR - MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINIS~ATION No :. n 3 3902

r;CITATION
! 0 ORDER (SEE
OF WITHDRAWAL
DATE((Z
7-,VR
Z~J(24
Z JiTIME
a CJ.2:t
L!(SEE REVERSE).
REVERSE)
MO OA
HR CLOCK)

SERVED TO STRICKLER MULLINS OPERATOR 1'1 INI'i-i:ii:1 n COAL COMPANY
MINE MOSS NO.3, PORTAL "A"
MINE I.D... .l - -i --.. ~ i - _ _ _

(SEE REVERSE) i

TYPE OF ACTION -l-l"!- -A - _ _ __ -_ -_

(CONTRACTOR)
VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ - _ ~ _ OF THE ACT OR

PART AND SECTION -2 í _ ~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OF TITLE 30 CODe OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
TYPE OF INSPECTION -. L.. GSIGNIFICANT AND SUBSTANTIAL (SEE REVERSE)
CONDITION OR PRACTICE _On. Apri~ 4; 1978, means were not available in the workin9 place of the Orainway to make onshrft
examinations and tests for oxygen deficiency immediately after 8 test dril hole penetrated an unventilated and Inaccessible abandoned
area of the same mine. Ahe.- B flame safety lamp was obtained from

the surface of the Orainway, examinations and tests for oxygen

deflcie!'cy were not made continuously dui-ng the holing through operations Into the abandoned area by the continuous mining mach1ne.

Blackdamp (oxygen deficient alr) entered the active workings of the Dralnway and five men died as a result. This citation Is being
IsstJed as a result of the subsequent fatal accident investigation.
AREA OR EQUIPMENT

J
INITIAL ACTION D~OTICE ' D CITATION

TERMINATION DUE OAT¿ -I TIME

R

NO.

SIGNATURE~

ActiON TO TERMINATE This violation was abated prIor to the Issuance of

been

completed an . a an on

OATEtZ.: ,.2..,-2 '

MO OA YR

TIME -l q cf~ SIGNATURElr--y/

(24 HR CLõCK) , /'

o

SEE SUBSEQUENT

ACTION SHEET
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\I~~Ti~d;riaV¡i)¿il~~!JIMENT OF LABOR - MINE SAFETY AND HeALTH APMINISTJ\ATIDN NO - n 3 3 9 0 ":

EJfJltWt'EREI 0 ?s~~e:E9&JlJ;HDRAWAL pAn ~t i-i,l i 2,(. TIW~c-tP~i,( ..

SERVED TO STRICKLER MULLINS OPt:RATQR Çl.INCHflELD CQAL ÇPMP.~NY

MINE MOSS NO.3, PORTAL "A" MU\IE I.D.~ l-...J -i.. -l ~..,. -. _ (CONTRACT'oR)

(SEE REVERSE) . .

TYPE OF ACTION -l -- ~.... -.., _ _ _ - _ - __ VIQt.ATION OF SECTION _ _ _., _ ~ _ OF THE ACT OR

PART AND SECTION 2 2.2 2 ~ _ _ __ _ _ _ OF TITLe;l CIlDE OF FePeRAL ReQLILATIDNS.
TYPE OF INSPECTION ~ ~.. G SIGNIFICA~T AND SUBSTANTIAL (SEE REVERSE)
CONDITION OR PRACTICE The ventilation system and methane-and-dust-control plan for this mine' ás eipprov~ July 14, 1970, and amendod

May 7, 1915, end last reviewed in February 1978, requiring 'te line brattice to I:e malntalried to within 18 feet of the point of deepest
penetration of the face, that the continuous mining machine operator shall remõ!lfl ~ minimum of two flQt OLlt1y the end of the line brattlc8
where coal 111

and that 8 minimum quantity of 5,000 cubic feet of air a minuw be maintalnl! at the end of the Ijn, brlltt¡Çl In all places

.?elng cu~, driled, mined or loaded Bnd where roof bolts are being Install~. was not being complied with In the Dralnway entry when the
entry was mined through into an abandoned area of the mlnl at approxirnaielV 12:30 p,m., A,prU 4. 1978. Thii Investigation on April 6 and 7

AREA OR EQUIPMENT ISE~ CONTINUATIQN SHEET)

INITIAL ACTION 2 NOTICE 0 CITATION D~RDER NO. . DATED - _1- _1-,-

~- ;0 ii0¿¡PA
YR.
fERMINATIONDUEDAT
__1__1__
TIME____SIGNATURE
~
----MO DA VR (?4 HR (:1 O(:K\ 'AR

ACTION TO TERMINATE

This violation was abated prior to

the issuance of the citation due to the dr81nway project høving been

l.u.I...I,,~..J ....J ul.....J....l:d.

d..

DATE_iL.£12£12J: TIME.L d g- 0 SIGNATURE"

MO DA VR (24 HH CLOCK) ,

fSHA FORM 7000-33 13-781

o ¡ie~i"õ~UENT GJ CONTINUATION D CITATION
SERVED

l'vllNE

TO

o ORDER

DA

SHEET
OSEEACTION
SUBSEQUENT

MO 25:12$
DA VR
TEi2 fLl -2.512 Jr TIMEJ13S-S
MO OA v~ (24 HR CLOCK)

No~~~-l__I?_2-_-_

d'HTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF lABOR
liNE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

-AR

DATED

0

!L

i

CLINCHFIELD COAL COMPANY

STRICKLER MULLINS

orERATOR

MOSS NO.3, PORTAL "A"

P4INE 1.0. ~ 4 - 0

6 4 2_

_ (CONTRACTOR:
entry

JUSTIFICATION fOR ACTION CHECKED BELOW 1978, ni\/eal~fl tti..lt'thl! end of the line brattîce was 30 feet from the face of the

at the cut-through point. and the operator's control station on tlw çontlnuous mining machine was 1Q feet ¡"by the end of the line brattice.

On April 7, 1978, after the ventilation system had been reconstructed and the line branice repair~d: tiy company officials In the presence of
MSHA parsonnel, approximately 2,600 cubic feet of air a minute wes measured at the ¡nby end of the line brønice. This citation 111 being
issued as 8 result of a subsequent fatal accident Investigation.

L :::TEnA2~r~;yS ~,~;~ASMT TRANS. DATE E
O EXTENDED TO, DATE_
-1- -1-MO DA
VR
DTERMINATEO 0 MODIFIED
TYPE OF INSPECTION tl £4-

TIME.:___
DVACATED
DATE_~f__f_'1ME____
(24 HR CLOCK)
MO DA
VR (24 HR CLOCK)
_,

(/1 AR

o SEE SUBSeQUENT ACTION SHEET t1 ¡J .

SIGNATURE~ /J¡J~~a, ~____
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TATES ÒjPA'MENT OF LABOR - MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION NO J 3 2 3 2.4
1ß~ifJl""
700
13' DATEQ.2I-.IL:i
-- -- .//TlMELQ¿
A
WITHDRAWAL
. .
ORDER

iJ~"" N o

OF

fI l'1A'J1~"ERSE)- (SEE REVERSE) Me DA VR (24 HR CLOCK)

~f5~E R STRICKLER MULLINS . _ OPERATOR CLINCHFIELD COAL COMPANY

~,,~ø ~c:5S NO.3 PORTAL "A"" MINE I.D.~ ~ - ~ -. ~ ~ ~ - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
5 IrF ~~ION.. ~ ~- ¿ - _,_ __ - _ - _ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ - _- _ OF THÈ ACT DR

¡v ýf'f',tVE..SE1 7 5 5 0 3 OF TITLE 30 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS.

.1",,"
NDSECTION--.---------~..,.1' ~F INsPECTION ~ £. ~ 0 SIGNIFICANT AND SUBSTANTIAL (SEE REVERSE)

V' ~~~ .

-(ýf'f3 _" OR PRACTICE Thepeissible-type Mariett continuous mining machine Serial Number 7486 was opB't in the face 8~e8

í:øf'ine- .. -. -. _ ..

,.01'110 .t the dralnway entr on April 4.1978. 8nd was not maintained in pe.mlssb1e condition in that 8 bolt was missing from the

l .. - .;.&ln9 on the tramming motor and an opening in exce of .OO7-inch was presnt In this motor housing; also, an opening In excess

" /'..I..~

- -iø-=. . h was prest in the left control panel COVel. This citation is being Issed as . reslt of the subseuent fatal accident Investl tlon.

"l .

~UIPMENT
1',.0
,.fi

\ REC. DATA 'CODES -I1..tlASMT. TRANS nATE. I

DATE -7

DATEO__I__I__
MO OA YR

ACTION t).NOTICE 0 CITATION ORDER NO.
1,.1 ATION DUE DATE __1__1_ _ TIME ____ SIGNATURE~.ì
1'1,.1- ~

,...1,.

1't I' "TO TERMINATE This violation was abated prior to the issuance of the cItation due

"~~'( and ndooed.

~~ 1:2.Q125L TIME LtzZ'£SIGNATURE"'/7 ~ø. 5r''Y~
/ AR

.~

'("I~ 0 DA YR (24 HR CLOCK) , 7-

~~.
~

o

SEE SUBSEQUENl
ACTION SHEET

L..

01' EQUIPMENT.

ACTIOII 0 1I0TICE ,(
~ CITATIOII
NO. C' .7(;' 3ci,
,riAl.0 ORDER
/ ..

c110
~.
o,.te~o IY"A1 YR 'äíd.t;z.A/

11' TIOII DUE DATEC. .i1..s:12 TIME _;LL1L SIGIIATURE,.
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f'ro11IA

,. ~

.L

. ¿~ L v..'R
I 0
SEE SUBSEQUENT
-r -AR -i
ACTION
SHEET
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MSHA fORM 100-3 f~78) _ / i

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - MINE SAFET AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION NO - 030304

rYCITATION 0 ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL DATE ()~ ¡-lD ¡ 7.L TIML_( O~OK)Q é'7

~ (SEE REV 5£) (.E EVERSE.L. MO OA - X-R l.~ HR.. ;-" ,. '/

TO :,,, .'/ ~ ",t'. ~ OPRATORl-k.......l-~ r- ..,"'r-.~v
MINE.~ -/1' 'J ~ MINEI.D.Jk!1-£!.L lJ fl-___ICONT"'CTORlO
SERVED

TYPE OF ACTiON -l.c d_ ¡l - ~ _ _ _ - _ - _ VIOLATION OF SECTION _ _ _ - _ - _ OF THE ACT OR

(SEE REVERSE) n '1 ó 0 J I OF TITLE 30 CODE OF FEOERAL REGULATIONS.

PART ANDSECTJON -- ..-l _J. _ - _____
TYPE OF INSECTION d£ /l 0 SIGNIFICANT ANa,SUBSANTlAL
CONDITION ÖR PRACTICE

I'

A../ / L¿.../J . () , t
,

l-

--4-

~LAREA OR EQUIPMENT

INITIAL ACTION 0 NonCE

¡gC' ¡ 78
OA VR

CITATION 0 ORDER NO. It

TERMINATION DUE DATE t! 4- / L 0 i

~---

.$ TIME L1. Q..Q SIGNATURE~

'ú ~. C~

.,./ :z

t/7't.--AR-i
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SERVED TO STRICKLER MULLINS OPERATOR CLINCHFIELD COAL COMPANY

MINE _ MOSS NO.3, PORTAL "A" MINE i.D.~ ~ - ~ -l ~ ~ 2 - _ _ _ (CONTRACTOR)
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On April 4, 1978, telephone service or two-way communication facilities were not provided
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the surface of the Dralnway nor underground ¡nthe Orainway entry which had been advanced approxlmataly 260 feet underground.

ThIs citation Is being Issued as a result of ~ subsequent fatal accident Investigation.
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CONDITION OR PRACTICE Three of the she boroles drilled In the ribs of the Drainway entr as the entr 'N adan within
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19 feet and 7 Inches apart This citation Is being issed as . reslt of . subsuent: fal &eent Invigtion.
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completed and abandoned.
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On April 4, 1918, first aid equipment was not provided within 500 feet of the Oralnway entry -working

place. This cltation II being issued as a result of the subseuent fatal accident investigation.
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No. 8 Mine rescue team members near face area of
Drainway entry during investigation
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No.
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U.S. DEPARTME~T OF LABOR ~. I,.."yr."
MINE SAFETY Al"D HEALTH ADMI:-ISTRATION 1 _ ,,'f' '.0

COAL MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH DISTRICT 5, S~ '

P. O. BOX 560 ';. ~~=:'- ':;

NORTON, VIRGINIA 24273 't Jf.:t ~_ lÐ,_.
_,:,~-.
v(/Utv --~J:tLQ'-

J it(zMarch 24, 1978

Mr. M. L. West, ~~nager

Safety Division
Clinchfield Coal Company
Dante, Virginia 24237
Dear Nr. West:

This acknowledges receipt of your letter of ~~rch 17, 1978, outlining
your plans to make an opening from the surface into an abandoned area

of your Noss No.3 "An Nine for water cirainage purposes.
The procedure as outlined is acceptable.

Sincerely,

~I:z~~ ~ ~
,

Ray . Ross
Dis.. rict ~~nager

cc: j
F. C. ~lann

APPENDIX G, Plan No. 1 continued

CLINCHFIELD COAL COi-,oANY
DIY1~IDNO" "'H'~ rITT~"ON COM,...i1T

DANTE, VIRGINIA 24237

l-Iarch 17, 1978

l-Ir. Ra)' G. Ross
District Manager
Coal Nine Health & Safety
District 5, NSHA
P. O. Box 560

Norton, Virginia 24273
Dear Mr. Ross:

Re: Our conversation this A.M.
Permission is requested to make an opening from the sur-

face into an abandoned area of our Hoss t 3 "A" I-line for

the purpose of alleviating a threatening water situation

in our "A" i-iine and "A"2 l-line.

The connection is to be made with a continuous mining
machine with test holes kept 20 feet in advance of the

face _ Our surveys show that the abandoned area where

the connection will
be made does not now contain water
but the elevations at this point are 3 feet lower than

the "A" Mine connection \vi th "A"2 l-line; consequently,
the water will flow out of the abandoned area connection
before reaching our "A"2 l-line.
The opening will be about 225 feet in length. A fan with
ventilation tubing will be utilized to provide adequate
face ventilation. The roof will be supported wi th either
conventional roof bol ts or resin grouted rods ana supplemented with timbers and/or crossbars where needed. The
map submi tted shows other pertinent information concerning
the operation.

may need

We will promptly submit any other information you'

in considering this request.

Sincerely, J' '
/17£~ ¿~¿?c-¿:
N. 1. West

Manager, Safety Division
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APPENDIX G , Plan No. 2

CLINCHIELD COAL COMAN

PLA TO COME CONNCTION OF DRAINY nro
MOSS NO.3" A" MINE

1.

2.

Big fan operating blowing to provide ventilation.

Five-ma crew underground guring hole-through o~eration
with every man under oxygen utilizing Draeger 0 breath-

ing apparatuses. Men to be assigned as follows:

(a) Certified ma with methane and oxygen detecting
devices at continuous mining machine. He is to
make necessar tests at not more than five-minute
intervals with CM machine shut down. Continuous
tests are to be made during mining operations.

(b) Continuous miner operator - He will work under
strict instructions from the certified ma.

(c) One shuttle car operator.
(d) Two men stationed near halfway point uf drainway.
They ,will be equipped with methane and oxygen
detecting devices and smoke tube assembly and
tubes. They are to constantly monitor the movement of air and test for methane and oxygen.
They will determine each re-entry of the shuttle
car and operator.

3.

Two-way commnications to be established from surface
to the certified ma underground.

4.

Complete backup mine rescue team will be on the surface
and kept in a state of preparedness.

5.

Line curtain is to be maintained to th last permaent

6.

Operation to be stopped at any disruption of the ventilation fan or controls until adequate repairs are made.

7.

Comply with existing rules governing methane content

support.

during operation.

8. Equipment to be checked for permssibility and safe
operating condition and any defects found will be
corrected before operation begins.

- 2 -

APPENDIX G, Plan No.2 continued

9. After -connection is made, the continuous miner and
shuttle car will be brought to the surface.

10. The roof bolting machine will be tramed to the connection area. Two roof bolters under oxygen will install

bolts under the direction of the certified ma who will
perform the same tests as outlined in Item 2(a).

11. Line curtain is to be mantained to the last row of
bolts as roof bolting progresses.

12. If the shuttle car is needed to transport supplies during
roof support operations, the shuttle car operator will
move the car under the direction of the two men stationed
at the half-way point.

13. All underground work during this phase of operation will
be done on the day shift. If more than one shift is
needed, responsible persons will be kept on duty during
idle hours.

14. After this phase of operation is completed, the fan will
be changed to operate exiiausting so as to pull any undesirable atmosphere directly to the fan if possible.
The fan is to be operated in this maner for 24 hours.
At the end of that period, at least three persons

(memers of the mine rescue team) are to examne the

drainway to the inby end of the line curtain (where
the last support was installed) and at that point,
tests for methane and oxygen are to be made. Six team
members will be on the surface as backup. If oxygen
and methane contents are satisfactory, this plan of
operation will be completed.

1l.,¿ dJ
'Wleh

1

APPENDIX G, Plan No. 3
PLAN fOR COMPLETION OF ~AOSS NO. 3 "A" NINE
DRAINWAY PROJECT

1. Drainway floor to be cut 12-13 feet wide down to 1501.50
foot level from surface to the 1501. SO level underground, a

distance of about iSO feet (see attached profile sketch).

2. A Marietta continuous mining machine will be used to cut
the floor from about SO feet outby the drainway entrance to

the lSOl.SO level underground. A backhoe will establish the
desired grade from the point on the surface where continuous
miner started to near Frying Pan Creek.

3. Ventilation will be maintained in the drainway during
grade work with a minimum of 7,000 CFM of air intaking over
the continuous mining machine.

4. Underground grade work will be done on one shift a day
(day shift) with a 4~man crew (certified foreman, continuous

miner operator. continuous miner operat~r' s helper and a
shuttle car operator). These men are to work open face.

S. Two trained rescue men wearing Draeger Oxygen breathing
apparatuses will patrol the drainway inby the continuous

mining machine. Continuous tests for methane and oxygen
deficiency will be made and air measurements will be made
at no more than one-hour intervals.

6. One of the mine rescue men underground will be in constant communications (sound powerd telephone) with person

i
APPENDIX G, Plan No. 3 continued

on surface near drainway entrance. All tests and measurements will be logged.

7. Six trained rescue men with Draeger Oxygen breathing apparatuses will be kept on surface in state of preparation
while grade work undtrground is done.

teÒ

8.

It is estimated that the underground grade will be comple .

in five working shifts.

9. After grade work (underground and surface) is completed a
quonset shaped metal drain pipe 8 feet high will be instaiied-

The pipe will extend about 20 feet underground and to near

Frying Pan Creek (see attached sketch).
10. The openings around the drain pipe at the drainway entrance

will be closed. wi th 8 inch concrete block with mortared jointS.
Posi tive ventilation will be maintained in the area where work

is being done to seal the openings.

11.

. 11
The open end of the drain pipe (Near Frying Pan Creek) w~

be guarded with metal rods or the equivalent. Also a chain
link fence at least 10 feet high will be erected at least 10
feet away from the end of the pipe.

12. Danger signs will be posted around the fence and vehicie
access from the main road to across Frying Pan Creek will be

removed.
13. A trained mine rescue team will be kept at the work site
while work is in progress until the project is completed.

14. All tests, examinations and other pertinent information
relative to the project will be recorded.

~L L. West
Manager Safety Division

,
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APPENDIX H

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR .IUN
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
APPROVAL AND CERTIFICATION CENTER ...., Li
Box 201H, Route 1

Industrial Park Road
Triadelphia, West Virginia 26059

June 26, 1978
MEMORANUM FOR:

Ray G. Ross
District Manager, Coal Mine Health and Safety, District 5

!:'::'!:7A-)

FROM:

Chieft Approval and Certification Center

SUBJECT:

Evaluation of an MSA "Spotter" Methane De~ector and an MSA
Wolf Flame Safety Lamp from the Moss No.3, Portal A Mine,
Clinchfield Coal Company accident investigation

Our Intrinsic Safety and Instrumentation Branch has completed tests on the subject methane detector and flame safety iamp~ Both instruments were found to be
in permissible condition. Details of the evaluation are documented below. If
you have any technical questions on these tests, feel free to contact Mr. Robert
Lenart of the Intrinsic Safety and Instrumentation Branch, under whose direction
the tests were conducted (412 621-4500). ext. 357). These tests were witnessed
by Mr. Calvin Philips of the Clinchfield Coal Company.

MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES COMPAN "SPOTTER" METHANE DETECTOR, APPROVAL NO. 8C24, Pa,ct No. 457176:

The MSA HSpotterll Methane Detector was visually examined and no defects in
the instrument construction were observed. The battery was discharged and
as a result, the instrument did not respond to methane as received. After
the battery was charged, the inst rument sensor was exposed to a series of
five calibrated gas mixtures ranging from 0.25% to 2.01% methane in air by
volume. In all instances the detector indication was within the accuracy
limits of 30 CFR, Section 22.7 (d) (2). These tests were repeated on the
following day with similar results.

MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES COMPAN FLAM SAFETY LAM, APPROVAL NO. 210:
.A visual inspection of the flame safety lamp revealed that it was assembled
in a permissible manner. However it was not operational because the wick
and igniter assemblies were covered with close to one inch of coal dust and
the wick and fuel cotton were waterlogged.

After the lamp was cleaned and dried, it was performance tested in methaneair mixtures. and oxygen deficient atmospheres.

APPENDIX H continued
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Methane Detection Tests:

The lamp was placed in a plexiglass chamber and exposed to a series
of gas mixtures ranging from 1.0% to 4.0% methane in air by volume.
The flame height rose accordingly, indicating proper flame safety
lamp function. On a few occasions the methane concentration was
increased to 8.3% and the flame safety lamp was promptly extinguished.
OXYKen Deficiency Tests;

in a plexiglass chamber and exposed
to various oxygen deficient atmospheres containing 15% to 20% oxygen.
The flame size decreased accordingly until it was finally extinguished
in an atmosphere containing approximately 16.25% oxygen.
The flame safety lamp was placed

All of the above tests indicate that the subject methane detector and flame safety

Lap were constructed and maintained in permssible condition.

